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i

Rocky Hill Road .]
^ Plymouth, Massachusetts 02360 .I

!

INovember 15, 1990

BECo 90 140, , , ,
U.Y.'McEeY'Yteg"uTA%ryCommission

.

Document Control Desk
Hashington, DC 20555

' License DPR-35:
Docket 50-293

Sucolemental Resnonse to Generic Letter
88-01 (TAC No. 69153)-

!

~

This letter' responds to your April 26, 1990-evaluation of!our submittals'on
Generic Letter 88-01. Attachment A provides supplemental ^information to the' l
three areas questioned by the NRC Contractor Technical Evaluation. Report.. l

. Attachment B is a page of the recent| Boiling Hater Reactor:0wners' Group:
Improved Technical Specifications.

3..

This letter completes our responses to Generic Letter 88 01.-

,/) h 44 t

M . G. Bird 1

!
!

JDK/njm/5071

Attachmer ts A & B .j

cc: hr. R. Eaton, Project Manager' *

Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
,

Office of Nur: lear Reactor Regulation
Mail Stop: 1401
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ,

1 White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852 [

'U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region.I -

1
475 ~ Allendale --Road
King of. Prussia, PA 19406

Senior NRC Resident Inspector '

Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station
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,' 61tg/hment A to BECo Letter 90 140
,

| \.

Generic Letter (GL) 88-01 "NRC Position on IGSCC in BHR Austenitic Stainless !
Steel Piping" required all BHR Licensee's to provide their current plans ,

relating to piping replacenent, insper. tion, repair and leakage detection for '

piping 4" or larger made of austenitic stainless steel and containing reactor
coolant at a temperature abcve 200 degrees Fahrenheit during power operation.
Licensees were requested to indicate whether they intended to follow the
guidance included in GL 88-01 or propose alternative measures. Boston Edison
(BECo) responded accordingly in letters dated August 4, 1983 and June 19,
1989. The NRC determined these responses to be acceptable and, with the
exception of three items, concluded the proposed IGSCC inspection and
mitigation program will provide reasonable assurance of maintaining the
long-term structural integrity of austenitic stainless steel piping at Pilgrim
Station. The three exceptions are:

1. BEco's position on exclusion of welds in the Reactor Water Cleanup
System piping outboard of the containment isolation valves.

2. BECo's position to reduce sample expansion size when technically
justified.

3. BECo's positten not to amend Technical Specifications to include a
statement that the Inservice Inspection (ISI) program will comply
with the NRC staff positions contained in GL 88-01 on schedule,
methods, personnel, and sample expansion.

SBECo was requested to provide its plans to address the three exceptions.

Accordingly, we have evaluated our previous positions as requested and respond
as follows:

1. Insoection of Reactor Water Cleanuo (RHCU) System Helds Outboard of the

Containment Isolation Valves

| The RHCU contains 67 non-safety related piping welds outboard of the
I isolation valves. He will perform an inspection of 10% of these welds

during each refueling cycle. If_ a flaw is discovered in the 10% sample
and IGSCC is determined as the probable cause, another 10% will be
inspected. If an IGSCC induced flaw is discovered in the second 10%
sample, no further inspections will be conducted. The identified flaws
will be repaired and plans will be made to replace RHCU non-code piping in
subsequent refueling outages.

Our basis for this is:
|

|
'

The system design protects against a pipe break. The RHCU system is*
designed to automatically isolate if a pipe break outboard of the
isolation valves were to occur. Two motor-operated isolation valves,
one_on_either side of primary containment, are automatically closed _by
signals from instrumentation installed to detect breaks in the RHCU
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system, among other isolation signals. Pipe breaks or leaks in the- '

RHCU room would be detected by a high temperature indication, a high
flow indication or a combination of both,

The IGSCC phenomena would cause leakage long before a pipe break.e

Since IGSCC is a slow deterioration process, any leak in piping
susceptible to it would develop slowly, allowing time'for operators.to
detect the leak, isolate the system, and repair the leak,

i ,

The original code end non-code welds were made and inspected to the| *
| same high standards. The large bore process piping (4 inches nominal

diameter and larger) in the RHCU system is installed as " Nuclear" >
>

,

service class per the Piping Design Specification-(Fi-300)for Pilgrim.!

! This means the piping was inspected to the nuclear non-destructive
examination (NDE) requirements (Radiographic Exams). He. consider'the
code related welds now being examined by the IGSCC augmented inspection
program , plus the additional 10% inspection of the non-code related
welds, provide a representative sample of the welds in the entire-RHCU
system. ;

Prior inspectiws of the code-welds have shown no IGSCC. 31 .
' '*

code-related welds in the RHCU system are inboard of the isolation !

valves and are categorlied as IGSCC class D meaning they are 100%-
inspected every other outage (50%_each outage). Due to their close
proximity to the non-code piping welds in the RHCU system they are
subjected to an IGSCC environment similar to the non-code class piping
(i.e. reactor coolant greater than-200'F, IGSCC sensitive piping).
IGSCC augmented inspections of these welds have so far.been' negative. !

No RHCU welds were excluded from our submittal based on temperaturee
>

considerations. The weld database was formulated using the design
temperature from the Piping Design Specification (M300) for= Pilgrim. i

Additionally, the process diagrams were'used,as a. cross' check on the
.

design temperature. Plant experience has indicated the actual-service i

temperatures are much lower and in some_ cases could prove to~be lower
than 200*F. However, the more conservative use of the design
temperature specification.has been selected.

Inspection of all 67 non-code welds would not meet ALARA' principles. A*

review of radiation exposure data by our ALARA group! indicates the
radiation exposure recorded for 10 welds -examined for IGSCC in the RHCV-
room during RF0.7 was'10.42 Rem._ This figure. includes. time spent on |scaffold erection and removal, insulation-(asbestos) removal;and3
reinsulating, weld preparation,~and the actual ISI exam. Therefore.

| the exposure for one weld exam is about 1.04 Rem._ Using this; number as
) an average, if we are required to inspect the approximately. 67 non-code
'

welds, the resulting exposure would be 69.7 Rem for the' first' outage
j (100% inspection) and 38.8 Rem per outage (50% inspection) for the
- non-code welds every outage thereafter. These-exposures will be

increased as much as a factor ofD3 during later RF0's after hydrogen
water chemistry is in continuous use.

1
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2. Samole Exoansion

He will revise the Augmented Inspection program to reflect the sample 1
expansion guidance of the generic letter for code-related welds as stated 1

below.

If one or more cracked welds in IGSCC Categories A,B, or C, are found by a
sample inspection during the 10 year interval, an additional sample of the
weias in that category will be inspected, approximately equal in number to l

the original sample. This additional sample will be similar in
,

distribution (according to pipe size system, and~ location) to the:
original sample, unless'it is determined.there is a technical reason to
select.a different distribution. If any cracked welds:are found in this
sample, all of the welds in that IGSCC Category will be inspected.

If significant crack growth or additional cracks are found during the
inspection of an IGSCC Category E weld,- all other Category E welds will be
examined.

a) Significant crack growth for overlayed welds is defined as crack'
- 1

extension to deeper than 75% of the original wall thickness, or 1

for cracks originally deeper than 75% of the pipe wall, evidence |
of crack growth into the effective weld overl.ay. l

1

b) Significant crack growth for SI mitigated Category E welds is
defined as growth to a length or depth exceeding the criteria for
SI mitigation (either 10% of circumference in length or 30% of .the
wall in depth)- |

3. Technical Soecifications (TS) j

In the NRC April 26, 1990 Safety Evaluation Report (SER), two TS issues
were identified. As stated in the SER:

.

1

"The licensee is requested to submit'a TS change to include a piping .

ISI statement as required in GL 88-01 and submit as committed in the |
licensee's letter of June 19. 1989, the'TS on leakage monitoring with |

hours instead of every four hours". '
|the exception that unidentified leakage may be monitored every eight ~

o

Hith respect to the TS on leakage monitoring,'our letter of June 19, 1989
did not commit to submit a TS change, but instead referred to our-TS
change submittal of February 4, 1985 that included the requested leakage
monitoring LCO's and surveillances. . This submittal-differed with the
generic letter TS model in terms of frequency of leakage monitoring..but
was evaluated and considered acceptable by the NRC. The April: 26,1990
SER states:

"The staff has re-evaluated the frequency of leakage monitoring. After
discussions with several'BWR licensees the staff concluded that
monitoring every four hours creates an unnecessary administrative
hardship on the plant operators.. Therefore, the' staff' takes exceptionI

to the TER recommendation and considers.the licensee's position to
monitor unidentified leakage every eight hours acceptable".
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Th'us, we consider the February 4, 198S proposed change to be in conformance
'

with the GL 88-01 request for leakage monitoring and plan no further revisions.

The other TS issue concerns the inclusion of an ISI statement in the TS. The
GL 88-01 request states:

"A change to the Technical Specifications to include a statement in the
section ci ISI that the Inservice Inspection Program for piping covered by_
the scopf of this letter will be in conformance with the staff positions
on sched Ale, methods and personnel, and sample expansion included in this
'etter (see enclosed model BHR Standard Technical Specification). It is
recognized that the Inservice Inspection and Testing sections may be
removed from the Technical Specifications in the future in line with the
Technical Specifications Improvement Programs. In this case, this-

requirement shall remain with the ISI section when it is included in an
alternative document".

Since issuance of GL 88-01, the Boiling Hater Reactors Owners'_ Group (BHROG)
and NRC Standard TS Improvement Committees have agreed to changes to the BWR-
Standard TS. The latest TS model of April 28,~1989 (Attachment B) does not
include an ISI statement as proposed by the GL. Our understanding is that
Attachment B reflects the latest agreement reached with the:NRC and BHROG
Standard TS Improvement Committees regarding the' inclusion'of an ISI statement
in TS.

He maintain active representation on the BHROG Improved BHR TS Committee. Our
plan is to adopt the Standard TS model soon after;it receives final NRC
approval. The latest schedule calls for a final draft' submittal by the BHROG <

by the end of November 1990. The NRC expectation is to be able to issue a SER'
by mid- May 1991. He continue to align ourselves with this' effort and' plan to-
revise our TS according to the final agreement reached between the NRC and
BHROG. In the interim, we will revise our Augmented Inspection program to
include a statement indicating compliance with the GL 88-01 positions on
schedule, methods, and personnel. A statement-on sample! expansion will also
be included to reflect our commitments discussec in issues 1 and 2 above. ;

l

,

i

|

|
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:4TTACH! TENT B to BECo Letter 90140' SR Applicability !..
,- 3.0.'

3.0 APPLICABillTY !

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS (SRs) (continued)

SR 3.0.4 Entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability shall not be made unless the Surveillance
Requirements associated with a Limiting Condition for Operation
have been met. This provision shall not prevent passage
through, or to, MODES or other specified conditions as required
to comply with the Required Actions. Exceptions to these
requirements are stated in the individual Specifications.

SR 3.0.5 Inservice inspection and testing of ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3
components shall be applicable as follows:-

a. Inservice inspection of components, and inservice testing
of pumps and valves, shall be in accordance with Section
XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and
applicable Addenda (the Code) except where relief has been
requested pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i),

b. Test Frequencies specified in Section XI of the Code shall
be applicable as follows:

Code Terminoloav Freauency

Weekly 7 days
Monthly 31 days
Quarterly or every 3 months 92 days
Semiannually or every 6 months 184 days
Every 9 months- 276 days
Yearly or annually 366 days
Biannual or every 2 years 732 days

c. The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the above
Code required Fregencies,

d. Performance of Code inservice inspection and testing shall
be in addition to the spacified Surveillance Requirements,

e. Nothing in the Code shall supersede the requirements of
these Technical Specifications.-

I
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